ICOMain.io Complimentary Consultation Terms of Service
1

OBJECTIVES
To offer preliminary ICO advisory to all clients specific to their ICO’s intended business model, token
economics, whitepaper, and other such components related to their token sale.

2

PERIOD OF SERVICE
ICOMain.io’s complimentary consultation service shall take place over a single session.

3

PROPOSED SERVICES

3.1.

Business Advisory
ICOMain.io will conduct a thorough assessment of the client’s existing business model and offer advice
with regards to the client’s overall business direction, token utility, token sale timeline, legal framework
and team structure.

3.2.

Token Economics Review
Based on their experience and expertise, ICOMain.io will assess client’s overall token sale structure and
may provide relevant suggestions on elements related to token economics. This may include a review of
the client’s token structure including components such as token supply distribution and use of proceeds.

3.3.

Whitepaper Review (If Applicable)
ICOMain.io will conduct a comprehensive review of the client’s existing whitepaper to determine if it
adheres to industry best practices and is written in a manner that not only elevates the client’s unique
selling points, but also clearly illustrates other critical token sale elements required for a high-quality
whitepaper. This review will be accompanied by a written report of the client’s existing whitepaper.

3.4.

Whitepaper Advisory (If Applicable)
Based on the business model and token economics advisory conducted prior, ICOMain.io will provide
personalized guidelines and content structuring advice for the client’s whitepaper that is intended to aid
the client in drafting a professional whitepaper that not only elevates the client’s unique selling points, but
also clearly illustrates other critical token sale elements required for a high-quality whitepaper.

4

TERMS OF SERVICE

4.1.

Listing of the Client in ICOMain.io Website
The client’s company logo and short description may be added to the ICOMain.io website as part of
ICOMain.io’s work portfolio. This may include a summary of the advisory services rendered for the client
during the preliminary consultation session which includes business and token economics advisory as
well as a whitepaper review (if applicable). The client’s brand may also be used as part of ICOMain.io’s
marketing which includes social media posts and news/media publications.

4.2.

Listing of ICOMain.io in the Client’s Website & Whitepaper
The Client shall list ICOMain.io as an advisory partner in both their website and their whitepaper. Where
possible, this includes a short description of the advisory services rendered for the client during the
preliminary consultation session which includes business and token economics advisory as well as a
whitepaper review (if applicable).

STRICTLY PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL
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